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Owner - University of California, San Diego
   Physical Planning Office
Nada Borsa, Director
Sue Peerson, Senior Planner, Project Manager

SOM Planning Advisory Committee
Antoanella Bardon  MS II, student representative
Larry Barrett  Housing and Dining Services, UCSD
Charles Berry  Family and Preventive Medicine, UCSD
Nada Borsa  Physical Planning, UCSD
Gerry Boss  Dept. of Medicine, UCSD
Ruth Covell  SOM, UCSD
Gordon Gill  Dept. of Medicine, UCSD
Brian Gregory  Capital Planning, UCSD
Boone Hellmann  FD&C, UCSD
Marci Holcomb  FD&C, UCSD
Julianne Howell  Health Sciences Planning, UCSD
Robert Myers  CCCE, UCSD
Sue Peerson  Physical Planning, UCSD
Jerry Schneider  Dean, Academic Affairs, SOM; Chair, PAC
Greg Snee  Transportation and Parking Services, UCSD
Randy Ritter  VA Hospital

Architect - Perkins + Will
John Dale
Michael Fejes
Mark Hartmann
Binh Wong

Landscape Consultant - SWA Group
James Maloney
Richard Law

Traffic Engineer - Katz, Okitsu & Associates
J. Arnold Torma
Erica M. Ryan